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Innovative, Actionable and Profitable Solutions to support leadership capability 
readiness and sustainability of organizations and communities with right-fit talent, 
before the boomer brain trust retires.

InterGEN
Leadership Action Learning   

September 27th, 2016   |   5:30pm — 10pm

“There is a growing vacuum behind the current leadership as they pass into 
retirement, resulting in a reduction in succession planning and future capacity.”    
         -RSI InterGEN, 2015

Why is that important? 
The future is fast upon us, and it is both disruptive and exciting! Our world is ignited by a suite of 
change catalysts - climate change, the digital and sharing economy, demographic shifts, technologies, 
and other major disruptors. To succeed in the realities of this new world,  entrepreneurial, corporate 
and academic leaders at the helm of  progressive organizations are fast tracking investments in hiring 
and developing right fit talent before the boomer brain trust retires in a few years.

On September 27th, RSI is presenting an action packed evening of sharing, discovery and action 
learning about some of these shifts – plus a powerful means for bridging the capability gap and 
advancing your readiness for leading in a future of predictable surprises – InterGEN Leadership.

• Senior Business and Community Leaders
• Disruptive Technology Ventures
• University Grads and Faculty
• Small Business Enterprises

• Recruitment Companies
• Communications and Marketing Leaders
• Sustainability and Innovation Professionals
• Management Consultants

Who is this event for?

Developing the 
Leaders of Tomorrow- 
Starting Today

Featuring

Darla Campbell
Senior RSI Board Advisor 
and Leadership Expert
 

Yasmin Glanville
Founder, Chair of RSI 
and InterGEN Co-authour

To discuss the RSI InterGEN Sponsorship Opportunities, contact:
416 866 8803 | communications@rethinksustainability.ca

For Event Tickets: 
InterGENActionLearning.eventbrite.ca

To learn about RSI and InterGEN, visit:
www.rethinksustainability.ca  |  Twitter: @RSISustain  |  Facebook: /RethinkSustainCA

#InterGEN

Event Focus

RSI is an exchange for engaging and partnering with 
thought leaders, innovators and organizations to advance 
the sustainability and resiliency of businesses, institutions 
and communities to thrive into the future. Our exchange,
through formal and informal discussions, action learning 
accelerators, publications, online and in print, provides 
access to progressive leaders and actionable insights for 

Canadians and our global partners. InterGEN speaks to 
the people capability requirements for delivering value into 
the future, by investing in developing tomorrow’s leaders 
and optimizing established brain trusts – starting today! We 
leverage our intergenerational network of thought leaders 
at the forefront of change, innovation and sustainability to 
accelerate future-ready capabilities in a disruptive era.
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